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ABSTRACT

Herein, we present a prototype of a photovoltaic module that combines a luminescent solar concentrator integrating one-
dimensional photonic crystals and in-plane CuInGaSe2 (CIGS) solar cells. Highly uniform and wide-area nanostructured
multilayers with photonic crystal properties were deposited by a cost-efficient and scalable liquid processing amenable
to large-scale fabrication. Their role is to both maximize light absorption in the targeted spectral range, determined by
the fluorophore employed, and minimize losses caused by emission at angles within the escape cone of the planar
concentrator. From a structural perspective, the porous nature of the layers facilitates the integration with the thermoplastic
polymers typically used to encapsulate and seal these modules. Judicious design of the module geometry, as well as of the
optical properties of the dielectric mirrors employed, allows optimizing light guiding and hence photovoltaic performance
while preserving a great deal of transparency. Optimized in-plane designs like the one herein proposed are of relevance for
building integrated photovoltaics, as ease of fabrication, long-term stability and improved performance are simultaneously
achieved. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) [1] have been the
subject of intense research during the last three decades
[2,3]. From a technological perspective, they offer a promis-
ing route towards see-through solar modules of potential use
as photovoltaic windows with architectural applications
[4,5]. In its most typical realization, solar light impinges on
a flat semi-transparent layer doped with a dye capable of ab-
sorbing part of the incoming solar frequencies. By a process
of luminescence, the absorbed energy is converted into lower
frequencies photons that are emitted and guided by total inter-
nal reflection towards a set of thin-film solar cells that are

placed perpendicular to the surface of the film. In this config-
uration, all photons travelling along the slab reach the surface
of the adjacent thin-film solar cells. From a fabrication point of
view, however, it would be more convenient to have the solar
cells located on the same substrate than the luminescent film
rather than orthogonal to it. A coplanar configuration eases
manufacturing as it does not require fine and precise handling
and positioning of the cells on the edge of the slab acting as a
planar waveguide. In this regard, very few designs with this
specific configuration have been reported [6], none of them
showing an optimization of the light guiding efficiency.

Herein, we prepare a semi-transparent solar cell mod-
ule, for photovoltaic windows, in which thin-film solar
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cells are located in-plane with the luminescent concen-
trator. The performance of the solar concentrator is
enhanced by coupling the luminescent film to nano-
structured photonic crystals that enhance simultaneously
light absorption at shorter wavelengths and light guiding
at longer ones. The porous nature of such mirrors favours
the integration with the luminescent film, hence reducing
the effective thickness of the device and allowing a larger
number of photons to reach the thin-film solar cells, in
good agreement with optimized models of the basic
module based on ray optics. Optimized modules inte-
grating one-dimensional photonic crystals (1DPC) present
incident to guided photon efficiencies around 28%
higher than those in which no optical materials are
employed to improve light harvesting and guiding. All
techniques and designs herein employed are amenable
to mass production.

2. DISCUSSION

2.1. Device and model description

In our module, we employ a 2-μm-thick luminescent layer
made of a perylene dye (Lumogen F Red 305 BASF) embed-
ded within a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)matrix. This
layer is in turn sandwiched between two 0.5-mm-thick layers
of ethyl vinyl alcohol (EVA), which serve both to improve
adhesion to the two 4-mm-thick glass covers and as a refrac-
tive index matching compound. CIGS solar cells are depos-
ited onto one of the glass substrates with their active
surfaces facing upwards. In this way, in the final structure,
the photovoltaic devices are coplanar with the luminescent
slab. The module works absorbing part of the incoming light
in the luminescent slab, which emits photons of longer wave-
lengths isotropically. Because of the phenomenon of total in-
ternal reflection, part of the light emitted by the luminescent
slab undergoes successive reflections at the glass–air inter-
faces. Finally, guided light reaches the edges of the lumines-
cent layer and either encounters the coplanar solar cells or, if
the angle of internal reflection is too high, escapes through
the laterals. Our calculations estimate that a coplanar design
collects 34% of the light that would be harvested by an or-
thogonal one. However, this number can be greatly enhanced
by introducing optical nanostructures, as it will be shown in
the succeeding text.

From a materials perspective, perylene molecules em-
bedded in PMMA show a nominal quantum yield of 85%
(ratio between the number of absorbed and emitted pho-
tons). They are in a concentration of 3% in the PMMA
film, which provides an absorptance, A, band centered at
around 576 nm with a maximum Amax = 90%. Higher con-
centrations would lead to stronger absorption but also to
quenching of the luminescence. This compromise implies
that a certain percentage of incident photons will pass un-
affected by the slab, being the first source of losses found
in a luminescent concentrator. Another common cause of
low efficiency in LSC is the loss of emitted energy through

the light escape cone, resulting from circumrotating the
line that forms an angle equal to θ = arcsin(n�1) with the
normal to the LSC surface. The angle θ, measured with re-
spect to the surface normal, is the critical angle above
which total internal reflection occurs, and n is the refractive
index of the planar waveguide. Among emitted photons,
those travelling with directions comprised within such exit
cone have a high probability of being lost by transmission.
Note that a photon emitted within the escape cone can be
reabsorbed by the dye and reemitted outside of this cone.
As in our case the refractive index of our glass is 1.50
these losses were estimated to be 25% of total emitted
light. This figure is given by the ratio of the solid angle
subtended by the critical angle and the one subtended by
a hemisphere. Figure 1(a) shows a scheme of the module
as well as examples of all the possible ends for an incom-
ing photon.

We have analysed the effect of integrating a dielectric
mirror, also known as distributed Bragg reflector or 1DPC,
on the amount of light guided by the LSC and eventually har-
vested by the thin-film solar cells. Our approach is inspired
by previous works in which dichroic mirrors were deposited
on the surface of the luminescent slabs to enhance selectively
the reflection of emitted wavelengths at angles comprised
within the escape cone [7]. In this way, all emitted photons
are, in principle, confined within the glass acting as a planar
waveguide. In our case, we target light both unabsorbed by
the dye and that emitted at directions comprised within the
escape cone or lost through the lateral edges. We consider
mirrors made of a periodic structure of alternated nanoparti-
cle-based porous titania and silica layers, possessing refrac-
tive indexes of nH=1.95 and nL = 1.37, respectively. These
materials were chosen as they yield highly reflecting mirrors
[8] after a simple and fast processing from liquid phase pre-
cursors at room temperature. In Figure 1(b), we show a ge-
neric scheme of the module integrating photonic crystal
mirrors in different positions.

In order to find the structure and the position relative
to the emitting layer in the device of the photonic
multilayers that maximize the efficiency of the module,
we use a code written in Fortran and MatLab that
combines a ray optics approach, in which we account
for the probability of each possible event (transmission,
reflection, absorption, emission, guiding, reabsorption,
reemission and so on) using a Monte Carlo approach
[7,9,10], with a vector wave transfer matrix approach, to
describe the optical properties of the different multilayer
dielectric mirrors considered. The trajectories of all
photons reaching the module are simulated. The figure
of merit employed to perform the optimization is the ratio
between the number of photons reaching the solar cells
and those impinging on the LSC. As a reference, a bare
luminescent solar concentrator module was used, that is,
not integrating any type of dielectric mirror. A study of
the geometrical parameters that gave rise to the optimized
performance of such reference was first carried out. Then,
the effect of integrating a dielectric multilayer mirror at
the different interfaces of the module was evaluated.
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In all cases, we considered a maximum number of 15
constituent layers for each mirror, for the sake of
manufacturability.

2.2. Photonic multilayer integration

With these restrictions, we first obtained the mirror struc-
tures whose reflectance best matched either the absorption
or the emission spectra of the perylene embedded in
PMMA. In Figure 2(a), we plot the absorbance and

Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the basic coplanar module with exam-
ples of all the possible ends for an incoming photon, which
can be (1) specularly reflected; (2) diffusely reflected; (3)
absorbed by the fluorophore; (4) ballistically transmitted; (5) dif-
fusely transmitted; (6) absorbed by the cell directly; (7) lost at
the module’s edge; (8) lost at the non-active face of the cell;
and finally, (9) absorbed by the cell after being guided by the lu-
minescent solar concentrator. (b)–(c) Schemes of the two de-
signs considered. In the ‘external’ configuration, the photonic
crystal is fabricated in the outer side of the rear glass substrate
(b). In the ‘integrated’ configuration, the photonic crystal is
grown between the active layer of the device and the rear glass
substrate (c). EVA,ethyl vinyl alcohol; 1DPC, one-dimensional

photonic crystals.

Figure 2. (a) Absorbance (black) and photoluminescence (grey)
spectra of perylene embedded in poly methyl methacrylate film.
(b) Theoretical reflectance spectrum of the photonic crystals
designed to overlap with the absorption (black) and the emission
bands (grey) of the emitting material. (c) Experimental (black)
and theoretical (grey) reflectance spectra of a multilayered struc-
ture made of the stack of the two dielectric mirrors shown in (b).
It matches the absorption and the emission of the fluorophore

simultaneously.
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photoluminescence spectra of the perylene dye employed
to build the module. Absorbance was measured from trans-
mission measurements realized in an ultraviolet–visible
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu), while the emission spectra
was attained using a double monochromator spectrofluo-
rimeter (Fluorolog-3 Horiba Jobin Yvon) fixing the excita-
tion wavelength λ = 440 nm. In Figure 2(b), the calculated
spectra for the optimized mirrors are plotted. Please notice
that an intense primary reflectance maximum is attained as
a result of the interference between the beams partially
reflected at each interface within the photonic crystal. Also,
secondary reflectance maxima arise as a result of the inter-
ference between the beams reflected at the top and bottom
surfaces of the mirror. Such secondary lobes are responsi-
ble for a null or even deleterious effect on the efficiency
of the module when a mirror designed for reflecting the
emitted wavelength range is deposited at the front air–glass
interface. The reason is that, although the primary maxi-
mum reflects back into the module-emitted photons,
secondary reflectance lobes prevent part of the incoming
photons with frequencies comprised in the absorption band
of the dye to reach the luminescent layer. These two effects
cancel each other out, and as a result, the module is not
improved. On the other hand, a clear improvement is
predicted by our theoretical model when a dielectric mirror
capable of reflecting either unabsorbed photons or emitted
photons is located at any position behind the luminescent
layer with respect to the direction of incoming light. In
that regard, best results are attained when the emitted
frequency-selective back reflectors are placed as close as
possible to the luminescent layer (Figure 1(c)), rather than
in the outer surface of the glass substrate (Figure 1(b)).
This preferred location effectively reduces the thickness
of the concentrator, as light is now guided between the
upper air–glass interface and that is created between the
luminescent slab and the photonic crystal. By doing so,
the period of the light ray rebound caused by internal
reflection is shorter and the probability of hitting the
coplanar solar cell surface increases. Indeed, our calcula-
tions estimate that the number of guided photons harvested
by the CIGS cells increases by a factor of 1.8 when a
photonic multilayer like the one herein employed is inte-
grated in the module. On the other hand, if a photonic
crystal designed to reflect unabsorbed photons back into
the PMMA-embedded perylene film is used, an increase
of the efficiency of the module is also predicted. The
optimized design thus includes both types of mirrors
located at the back of the LSC. The calculated reflectance
of the optimized mirror design, always restricted to 15
layers, is plotted in Figure 2(c) (grey solid line). Note that
this photonic multilayer is made of the stack of two
mirrors, each one having a different unit cell.

Realization of this optimized design was carried out by
depositing a multilayer dielectric mirror structure capable
of reflecting both unabsorbed light and that emitted in
directions comprised within the escape cone back to the
LSC. The experimental specular reflectance at normal inci-
dence, measured using a spectrophotometer attached to a

microscope (Bruker IFS66), is plotted in Figure 2(c) (black
solid line), in which a good agreement between the
designed and realized reflectance can be observed. Apart
from the advantage that location of this specific mirror loca-
tion implies from the perspective of the optical design, it
also favours the stability of the enhanced performance mod-
ule: as it is placed in direct contact with the EVA polymer
that embeds the luminescent layer, the bottom sealing glass
protects both the emitter and the mirror, preventing their
degradation and ensuring the durability of the module.
Also, the void nanostructured network of the multilayer
allows diffusion of EVA all through the mirror, without loss
of optical quality. In this way, the dielectric mirror enables
the bonding between EVA and PMMA, on one side, and
between EVA and the glass substrate, on the other, and
hence does not diminish the mechanical stability of the
ensemble. In Figure 3, a field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) picture of the cross section of the
photonic crystal-enhanced LSC is shown, the different
types of layers being easily distinguishable.

Different sorts of optical analysis were performed in or-
der to estimate the amount of light harvested and guided by
the LSCs integrating the two-period photonic crystal mir-
ror realized. Absorptance was estimated by collecting total
transmittance and reflectance using an integrating sphere
operating with synchronized entrance and exit monochro-
mators (Fluorolog-3 Horiba Jobin Yvon). Re-illumination
effects were accounted for by correcting the measurements
with the spectra attained from the LSC irradiated with
diffuse light from the same sphere [11]. This protocol
provides reliable estimations of the absorptance spectrum
of the different configurations. In Figure 4, the absorptance
for the proposed design (black solid line) is plotted
together with that of a reference module (grey line) for
the sake of comparison. The light-harvesting enhancement
observed (approximately 28%) is fairly close to that
predicted by our model (33%).

The amount of light guided by the optimized configura-
tion was also estimated. In order to do so, an experimental
setup was mounted on an optical bench to measure the inten-
sity of light exiting from the sides of a small prototype with
the same characteristics than the designed LSC, but without

Figure 3. FESEM image of a cross section of a periodic multi-
layer structure made of two dielectric mirrors of different unit

cell thickness, namely 160 and 190 nm.
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any solar cell attached in order to facilitate the harvesting of
light by a detector placed close to the edge. The spectrum
of light emitted by the fluorophore and guided by the concen-
trator was collected with a spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics
USB2000+) upon optical pumping with a fibre-coupled tun-
able laser (Fianium SC400). Excitation wavelength value
was set to 500 nm. Sample was placed perpendicularly to
the incident beam, and the detector was set to 90° in relation
to the incident beam. Photoluminescence spectra collected
from the side edges of the optimized and reference (without
a photonic crystal attached) LSCs are plotted in Figure 4(b).
The theoretically estimated spectra are plotted as well, fair
agreement being found in this case as well. It can be clearly
seen that, overall, the photonic crystal-based LSC gives rise
to an important enhancement in the amount of guided light
with respect to a bare LSC. It is important to notice that, once
implemented in a module, not all this light is expected to
reach the thin-film solar cell, as a result of the coplanar con-
figuration of the surrounding cells.

2.3. Device performance analysis

Finally, these designs were implemented into the actual
prototype modules. Please notice that the effect of the pho-
tonic crystal is not only to improve absorption of incoming
radiation and guiding of emitted light in the LSC, but also

to change the colour of the semi-transparent window of the
module, which might be of interest for decorative aspects
in architectural applications. It should be mentioned that
diverse techniques have been proposed to endow photovol-
taic cells with colour [12–14]. In that regard, photonic
crystal coatings offer a versatile approach to simulta-
neously select the colour and enhance the performance of
the device. In Figure 5(a) and (b), the optimized module
subject of analysis herein is shown in reflection and trans-
mission mode, where the preservation of transparency after
introducing our broad band frequency-selective dielectric
mirror can be readily observed. Indeed, our design not only

Figure 4. (a) Absorptance and (b) photoluminescence spectra
collected from the side edges of a prototype that integrates a
photonic multilayer (black line) and from a bare prototype (grey

line). Calculations are also plotted in dashed lines.

Figure 5. Digital camera pictures of a photovoltaic module that
integrates an optimized photonic multilayer taken in (a) reflection
and (b) transmission modes. For the former, a black background

is used.
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optimizes light guiding, but also partially keeps the trans-
parency of the module, which is a necessity for applica-
tions in window panes. Following the rules ISO
9050:2003 (glazing in buildings) or IEC 82/691/NP (solar
cells), which determines that the transparency of a film is
determined, respectively, by either

τg ¼ ∑780nm
λ¼380nmT λð ÞS λð ÞV λð ÞΔλ
∑780nm

λ¼380nmS λð ÞV λð ÞΔλ
or

τs ¼ ∑1100nm
λ¼300nmT λð ÞS λð ÞΔλ
∑1100nm

λ¼300nmS λð ÞΔλ
where V(λ) is the photopic spectral luminous efficiency func-
tion that represents the wavelength-dependent sensitivity for
an observer in photometry (ISO/CIE 10527), S(λ) corre-
sponds to the solar spectral irradiance at the Earth surface
after travelling through 1.5 times the atmosphere thickness
(AM1.5) and T(λ) is the spectral transmittance of the sample,
we obtain that the photonic crystal-enhanced LSC presents a
transparency of τs = 55% (solar rule) or τg = 28% (architectonic
rule), while the reference one possesses τs = 88% or τg =82%,
respectively. Note that, in contrast to the design herein
proposed, previously optimized ones based on diffusive
layers were typically opaque [15,16].

In Figure 6(a) and (b), the I–V curves and the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) of both the reference and the
1DPC-based devices are shown. The dimensions of the ac-
tive area of the cells investigated are 17 cm2. The power-
conversion efficiency values are found to be 7.28% for
the reference module under total illumination and 6.70%
when only the CIGS cells are illuminated. The former
value is 8.14% for the modules integrating photonic multi-
layers. Hence, when the whole module is illuminated (solar
cells plus LSC), an improvement of the power-conversion
efficiency of 12% is observed in the dielectric mirror-based
LSC module with respect to the reference module and of
21% when compared with the performance of the four cells
if illuminated while covering the LSC. If the contribution
from the direct illumination of the solar cells is eliminated
by concealing them, we observe a 69% increase of the
short circuit photocurrent density in the dielectric mirror-
based LSC with respect to a similar LSC that does not
integrate a reflector. Also, when the EQE curves are
compared, a clear increase is observed at all absorption
wavelengths, as a result of the improved light guiding of
the light generated after the subsequent recombination pro-
cess. However, the EQE is more significantly reinforced at
those frequencies for which absorptance is also increased.
These results are in good agreement with the theoretical
estimations for the ratio of photocurrent generated by the
photonic crystal-based module divided by that of the refer-
ence when the cells are not directly illuminated (65%). Our
results prove that coupling a thin multilayer coating to an
LSC gives rise to a significant reinforcement of the photo-
current, and hence the power-conversion efficiency, as a
result of the increase of both the absorption of incoming
light and the optimized guiding of emitted photons. This

increase in photocurrent with respect to the reference
LSC is attained at the expense of decreasing its transpar-
ency. Although further improvement of the performance
could be achieved by integrating reflectors made of a larger
number of layers, the concomitant decrease of transpar-
ency must be considered if window applications are fore-
seen. Additional efforts should be performed to increase
the transparent LSC area with respect to the opaque region
of the module, occupied by the solar cells. Also impor-
tantly, preliminary tests performed outdoors indicate that
the performance of the device remains uncompromised af-
ter several weeks of exposure to environmental conditions.
In this regard, we could observe that encapsulation plays a
key role to assure the long-term stability of the module. It
should be remarked that, after finalizing these tests, the
modules showed no degradation after several months of
keeping them indoors. Finally, the question of whether or
not our proposal may compete with currently available or-
thogonal designs, in which solar cells are placed on the
glass slide edges, is also of relevance. By locating the pho-
tonic crystal mirror in contact with the luminescence thin
film, we could increase the performance of the coplanar
configuration with respect to the standard orthogonal

Figure 6. (a) Current density against voltage of total illumination
of a photovoltaic module that integrates the photonic multilayer
(black solid line) and a reference (grey solid line). For the sake of
comparison, a direct illumination data is included (dashed line).
(b) Spectral external quantum efficiency (EQE) obtained with
the 1DPC integrated photovoltaic module (black solid line) and

a reference (grey solid line).
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system from 34% to 62%. Our calculations show that by
mirroring the glass sides, this ratio rises to 83%. Hence,
our proposal may allow achieving a system almost as ef-
ficient as the orthogonal one, but with the advantage of
presenting a much more simple manufacturing process.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an optimized design of a luminescent
solar concentrator in which the solar cells are located co-
planar with the luminescent layer. We have proven that in-
tegrating a photonic crystal mirror capable of reflecting
back both unabsorbed photons and photons emitted by
the luminescent dye in directions comprised within the es-
cape cone provides a means to improve the power-
conversion efficiency of the module through the simulta-
neous enhancement of the dyed layer absorptance and the
guiding of emitted light. At the same time, a good extent
of the original transparency is preserved, which makes
the module amenable to be applied as a photovoltaic win-
dow. Our proposal is based on integrating porous nano-
structured photonic crystals that give rise to both
conformal contact with the polymer embedding the lumi-
nescent layer and favours the infiltration and bonding of
the polymer that holds the different layers of the module
together. We believe that the coplanar design herein
analysed may ease the fabrication of LSC modules while
improving their performance.
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